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Upon the foregoing papers it is ordered that this

motion by defendant for an order dismissing the complaint

pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(5), 2l4-a and EPTL §5-4.1 on the grounds

that the action is barred by the statute of limitations is

granted, and the complaint is dismissed.

The last date defendant,'s decedent treated plaintiff's

decedent after surgery performed in 1975, was June 10, 1981, two

years and ten months prior to her death. Thus, the two and one

half year Statute of Limitations for medical malpractice had

expired, and this action cannot be maintained unless plaintiff
can establish a toll under the continuous treatment doctrine.

Here plaintiff alleges that the decedent Is subsequent treating

physicians consulted Dr. Hollin regarding his treatment of her,

and that the consultations satisfy the elements required for the
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continuous treatment toll. However, the l'awis to the contrary

aDd plaintiff has offered no authority for her position. The

record is devoid of any evidence that the decedent, after her

Linal visit to Dr. Hollin in 1981, retained the" Icontinuous

trust and conf idence I which underlies the continuous treatment

doctrine" (McSheffrey v Helou, _AD2d_, slip op. April 22, 1991,

quoting Richardson v Orentreich, 64 NY2d 896). Accordingly, the
action is dismissed.
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